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1. Technological description
1.1 Power module
The basic module, available in three power sizes, 3,400 VA, 5,000 VA and 6,700 VA, is basically made up of the following
functional blocks: command and control logic (microprocessor controlled), rectifier/PFC, inverter, booster, battery
charger, automatic bypass.
The power unit is the Plug & Play type to facilitate power expansion and all maintenance works. Each module is paralleled
with other identical ones until the UPS power is reached.
The power modules are separate from each other and can work even if one malfunctions. A LED on the front of the
module, with a traffic-light code, quickly shows the operating state of the electronic unit.
Prescription forms for PM4, PM6 and PM7 only on the related cabinets: UPS Trimod® electrical distribution equipment
is sized for its nominal power and must be used only with power modules originally installed.
Each cabinet must use only the provided power modules, described in table "Mechanical properties" on UPS user manual.
It is not possible to use power modules other than those indicated, nor mix with other models and/or replace the type
of modules.
• The model, the power rating and the type of power module to be installed in the UPS cabinet UPS Trimod® are indicated
on the user manual and on the label inside the door of the UPS.
• The type and power rating of the power module are indicated on the label affixed to the bottom of the power module
for proper identification.
It is recommended to use only provided UPS Trimod® Power Modules.

2. Maintenance
2.1 Preparing the UPS for maintenance. Forced bypass mode.
WARNING
It is strictly forbidden to change the power modules if first the following instructions have not been scrupulously
complied with!
1. Open the door of the UPS Trimod®;
2. Enable the UPS forced bypass operation via the front display.
To do this, proceed as follows:
Config. UPS -> Bypass -> Forced Mode Config;
Enable the parameter.
In these conditions the power modules are excluded and the load is fed directly by the mains; sul pannello compare
la scritta “Bypass forzato”. When the unit is in the forced bypass mode, the wording UPS LEGRAND® on the front of the
panel flashes quickly. Likewise, the LEDs on the various power modules also flash quickly.
3. Turn the manual switch (manual bypass) to the ON position. The load is now being powered directly by the mains.
The wording MANUAL BYPASS appears on the panel.
4. Turn the output switch to the OFF position;
5. Turn the unit off, holding the ‘ON/OFF’ pushbutton down on the control panel for a few seconds;
6. Confirm UPS shutdown holding the ENTER pushbutton when required.
7. Turn the mains switch to the OFF position;
8. Open the battery disconnecting switches (F B+ and F B-) of the unit and of the Trimod® BATTERY units (if present);
9. Hold the “ON/OFF” pushbutton down on the control panel in order to discharge internal capacities
Then proceed with the maintenance of UPS.
WARNING
Within the equipment there are dangerous parts due to the internal batteries even if you open up all the battery
fuse breakers. To remove the tension due to the batteries, remove at least 1 drawer batteries for each shelf batteries
present (in this way the series string of batteries is stopped).
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2.2  Power module
1. Make sure that the procedure described in the previous paragraph has been scrupulously applied.
2. Extract the module after having loosened the two securing screws.
WARNING
There are two holes on the body of the module, inside which two LEDs are housed which signal the presence of
voltage on the connection terminals. MAKE ABSOLUTELY CERTAIN THAT THESE LEDs ARE OFF before handling the
module. If they are on, wait until they have turned off.
3. Verify that on the new power module the two LEDs visible through the holes are both OFF. If ON, wait for them to go OFF.
4. Put the new power module in the same place of the old one or in one of the available compartments if you wish to
increase UPS power.
5. Secure the power module to the unit’s frame with the 2 screws provided.
The procedure described needs no further manual settings via the operator panel, the UPS automatically recognises the
new power module and reconfigures automatically.
As far as identification of the modules is concerned, bear in mind that the first module at the top on the left (in the
previous figure it is the one being put in place) is always identified with number zero.
The adjacent module is, therefore, number 1. And the others follow.

2.3 Exit from the maintenance manual bypass
To restart the UPS maintenance bypass state to the on-line, follow the following guidelines:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Make sure the switch output is open,
Close battery breakers (FB + and FB-) UPS and all Trimod® BATTERY (if any);
Close mains breaker;
Turn on the UPS by pressing the ON / OFF.
Confirm the power up by pressing the ENTER pushbutton.
Wait until the UPS is fully turned on and is the main screen. Under these conditions the UPS and the load and on
but in bypass mode; panel shows “Manual Bypass”. In this state, this indicator was lit on the front panel takes on the
color orange.
Close the output to the ON position.
Open the manual bypass switch to position OFF maintenance, the UPS automatically switches to the On-line.
After the procedure, and the load powered by UPS. In this state, this indicator was lit on the front panel takes on the
color green.
Close the door of UPS Trimod®.
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